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The Entertainment industry finally can say they even have their own social network. 
Connectshot hit the worldwide web with a social community strictly for the 
entertainment biz. Actors, musicians, directors, screenwriters and more can join this 
network and make connections for creating work and contacts to further their 
careers. For years now, celebs have been mixing it up with fans far and wide and 
getting bombarded with countless harassing emails and some very intimidating 
followers. This seems to be what is wrong with social media and how many feel that 
everyone should not be able to join if it’s not for business purposes. If you are an 
actor, musician, author, director, screen writer, agency, manager, publicist or other 
profession, your elite social experience has arrived! 
 
However, the coolness does not stop there, Connectshot is run by industry veterans 
that will even help up and coming actors, musicians, authors and more get noticed 
and establish record contracts, book deals and get movie auditions. The website 
comes with up to date casting calls, red carpet events, entertainment jobs and 
more. Want to check out the latest music videos, movie trailers and the hottest 
songs on the charts? Well the social network comes with that too. This  
Social community is not entirely free; there is a small monthly charge of $4.95. It 
seems to be a small price to pay for all these great opportunities. Most internet 
movie and music companies charge more for much less and are not a social 
community to boot. The fee seems to be able to keep this society of entertainment 
go getters exclusive. Thousands of members are already signed up. Don’t miss out, 
sign up today. Visit the website at www.connectshot.com 
 
I say simply “It’s about time.” Ray Thompson, Entertainment Media, Inc. 

 
 
Other Services Offered are: 
 
If you’re a musician, Connectshot will shop your music to record labels to help 

acquire a record deal. Got a book and looking for a publishing deal? Let Connectshot 

help. Need distribution for a DVD or CD? Connectshot has the answers. 

Connectshot has movie projects that are looking for its cast and crew. Want to put 

your name in the hat to be chosen? Sign up today! Over a dozen more opportunities 

added daily. For more information, contact: info [AT] connectshot.com 

Connectshot 

Features Include: 
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Film Auditions 
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